The surface code is one the most promising alternatives for implementing fault-tolerant, large-scale quantum information processing. Its high threshold for single-qubit errors under stochastic noise is one of its most attrative features. We develop an exact formulation for the fidelity of the surface code that allows us to probe much further on this promise of strong protection. This formulation goes beyond the stochastic single-qubit error model approximation and can take into account both correlated errors and inhomogeneities in the coupling between physical qubits and the environment. For the case of a bit-flipping environment, we map the complete evolution after one quantum error correction cycle onto the problem of computing correlation functions of a two-dimensional Ising model with boundary fields. Exact results for the fidelity threshold of the surface code are then obtained for several relevant types of noise. Analytical predictions for a representative case are confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations.
The surface code is one the most promising alternatives for implementing fault-tolerant, large-scale quantum information processing. Its high threshold for single-qubit errors under stochastic noise is one of its most attrative features. We develop an exact formulation for the fidelity of the surface code that allows us to probe much further on this promise of strong protection. This formulation goes beyond the stochastic single-qubit error model approximation and can take into account both correlated errors and inhomogeneities in the coupling between physical qubits and the environment. For the case of a bit-flipping environment, we map the complete evolution after one quantum error correction cycle onto the problem of computing correlation functions of a two-dimensional Ising model with boundary fields. Exact results for the fidelity threshold of the surface code are then obtained for several relevant types of noise. Analytical predictions for a representative case are confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations.
Quantum error correction (QEC) is one of the most important tools to reduce the effects of decoherence in quantum systems that process information. Several different protocols have been developed since QEC was first introduced [1] , but particular attention has been given to stabilizer codes [2] . Among them, the surface code [3, 4] is perhaps the most promising for large-scale implementations [5] . Its main virtues are: (i) qubits are disposed in a planar array, only requiring local measurement operations; and (ii) early estimates based on stochastic error models indicated a very large threshold value, p c ≈ 11% [4] , for the single-qubit error probability p. For p < p c , the probability of successful encoding tends to 1 as the number of physical qubits is increased.
Despite the large theoretical effort that has been devoted to characterizing the threshold of the surface code [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the true nature of the transition has been hard to assess due to the large Hilbert space that the code demands. Some criticism has also been raised by the use of simplified error models in these studies, since, for more traditional QEC schemes, error models that take into account correlations can substantilly alter or even remove error thresholds [11] [12] [13] . In this Letter, we make significant progress on both issues. We consider more general bit-flip error models with and without disorder and correlations. We derive an exact mapping of a complete QEC quantum evolution with arbitrary syndrome onto a two-dimensional Ising model with complex temperature. We derive exact results for what we call the "one-cycle threshold". The main conclusion is a positive one: a fidelity threshold exists in most cases, although its value is not universal, depending on the noise model. The analytical predictions are supported by Monte Carlo simulations for a representative case.
The surface code and the stabilizer formalism.-In a QEC stabilizer protocol, information is encoded into a much larger Hilbert space than the minimum space physically required. Different sectors of this large Hilbert space are label by different values of observables associated to operators known as stabilizer. A judicial choice for the stabilizers can then be used to diagnose the most common type of error for a given quantum evolution. Based on the outcomes (syndromes) of measurements of stabilizer operators, a forceful return to the logical Hilbert space is performed.
The surface code consists of a two-dimensional array of qubits placed on the edges of a square lattice, see Fig. 1 . These physical qubits can be implemented with Josephson junctions [14] , cold atoms [15] , trapped ions [16] , Rydberg atoms [17] , or semiconductor quantum dots [18] . The stabilizers of the code are the plaquette operators B ◻ = ∏ i∈◻ σ z i and the star operators A ♢ = ∏ i∈♢ σ 
, where Γ Z is any path that cuts through the lattice from left to right and Γ X is any path that goes from top to bottom. Finally, the codewords can we written as
, N ♢ is the number of star operators on the lattice, and F z ⟩ is the ferromagnet state in the z component of the physical qubits. The productX Γ X G is independent of the particular choice of Γ and it uniquely defines ↓ ⟩. The logical space is a two-dimensional Hilbert space where all plaquettes and stars, when measured, return an eigenvalue 1; by convention, this set is called the zero charge sector. All other sets define sectors with nonzero charge.
Quantum evolution, syndrome, and error correction.-To make the discussion more concise, and without loss of generality for the case of bit-flip errors, let us assume that the system is initially prepared in the logical state ↑ ⟩ and is not entangled with the environment e⟩. The logical qubit and the environment evolve under a unitary evolution operator U (∆) for a time ∆, namely,
where {u k (∆) , v k (∆)} are environment operators and the set {g k } comprises operators that act on the physical qubits and are associated to detectable errors. It is straightforward to prove that {g k ↑ ⟩ , g k ↓ ⟩} is a complete basis set for the Hilbert space of the physical qubits.
When the stabilizers are measured and an error g k * is identified, the system's state vector is projected by the operator P k * . Then, the decoding procedure requires the recovery operation R k * = g k * , resulting in the unnormalized state vector
Since we are assuming only bit-flip errors, stars will remain always with eigenvalue 1 under this evolution. On the other hand, plaquettes may have eigenvalue ±1. Let us call {p} a set of plaquettes that return a nontrivial syndrome, thus indicating an error. We call S x {p} a string made of a product of σ x i operators that connect pairwise the plaquettes in {p} (unpaired plaquettes are connected by strings to top or bottom edges). With this notation, the projector corresponding to the set {p} is given by
The particular choice of S x {p} is irrelevant. It is simple to check that the product S x {p} G, implicit in Eq. (3), generates all possible strings that connect the {p} plaquettes.
Resetting the environment and the one-cycle fidelity.-For one cycle QEC, an important simplifying hypothesis can be used. It is physically reasonable to assume that the environment's excitations can be suppressed by some "cooling" mechanism (e.g., lowering the temperature, applying a polarizing field, etc). This assumption was previously discussed in Refs. [19, 22] . Assuming this resetting of the environment at the end of the QEC cycle, we can define the amplitudes
and
for each possible syndrome outcome characterized by the set {p}. Using these amplitudes, the fidelity of the quantum state after the QEC protocol can be written as [19] 
The first hurdle that QEC faces is the decoding procedure. A correct decoding leads to A {p} 2 > B {p} 2 . A rich literature exists on decoding algorithms for the surface code; see [4, 20] and references therein. In this Letter we assume that decoding can be done flawlessly, such that the inequality above is always satisfied. Suppose that a certain parameter λ describes the strength of the coupling between the physical qubits and the enviroment. We define the one-cycle threshold for the surface code as the largest value of λ such that, in the thermodynamic limit, F {p} → 1 for any set {p}.
The error model.-In realistic implementations, the physical qubits interact with a variety of environmental degrees of freedom [21] . For instance, frequently one cannot neglect the interaction of qubits with a bosonic environment [12] . Such situations can emerge from interactions with phonons, as well from electromagnetic fluctuations generated by electronic components, or from interactions with spin or charge impurities. It is also possible that imperfections in qubit design that lead to some small (and unknown) tunneling amplitude between the computational basis states. Finally, it is also possible that the qubit couples to a spin (or pseudo-spin) bath. For these cases, and possibly others, the effect of a time evolution under the influence of the environment can be recast as an effective Hamiltonian for the physical qubits by integrating out the environmental degrees of freedom. Thus, at the end of a QEC cycle, an effectice evolution operator of the form U eff = ⟨e U (∆) e⟩ = e −H eff can be derived and employed in the calculation of matrix elements and probability amplitudes involving physical qubits. The exact form of H eff depends on the particular type of interaction and the nature of the physical qubits and the environment. Here, we consider a form that consists of two terms,
The parameters h i and J ij incorporate environmental fields and environment-induced qubit correlations, respectively, and can be either real or imaginary numbers. Their magnitudes set the strength of the coupling between physical qubits and the environment. This form is exact for qubits coupled linearly to bosonic baths and local fields [22] . When computing A {p} and B {p} , one needs to fix plaquette eigenvalues according to the set {p}. However, H eff does not commute with plaquette operators, making the evaluation of these amplitudes very challenging [19] . Below, we provide an exact solution to this problem.
Mapping onto an unconstrained Ising model.-Let us consider the case where J ij describes only nearestneighbor interactions. We can simplify the formulation by defining plaquette variables µ = ±1. They are related to the original physical qubit variables through the relation σ x i = µ m µ n , where the plaquettes m and n share the link i. Even though the plaquette variables can be positive or negative, they automatically satisfy the constraint of positive stars. This parameterization is well known in the lattice gauge field literature [23] . We can then rewrite the bulk interaction as
where ⟨m, n⟩ are nearest-neighbor plaquettes and ⟪u, v⟫ are next-to-nearest neighbors. The new parameters are functions of h i and J ij . For the homogeneous case,J = 2J, while, in general,h mn = h i .
A little more work is needed to understand the constraint of positive stars at the bottom and top boundaries (see Fig. 1) . A star at these boundaries is formed by the product of three qubits; for instance,
One of these qubits belongs to the bulk and can be written in terms of plaquette variables, σ 
(Similar expressions can be derived for an odd number of plaquettes.) The indices t and b label plaquettes in the top and bottom rows, respectively andh t(b) is a function of the parameters h i and J ij . In the thermodynamic limit, the behavior of these amplitudes is completely determined byH and its associated partition function. The threshold can then be understood as a quantum phase transition point ofH. Equations (9) and (10) are exact expressions that support this interpretation for all syndromes of the surface code. There are two possible values for the one-cycle fidelity of Eq. (6). In a high-temperature phase (h mn ,J uv → 0), B {p} = 0 independently of {p} and F {p} = 1 in the thermodynamic limit. Due to our decoding procedure hypothesis, B {p} always decays exponentially faster than A {p} in such "paramagnetic" phase. Conversely, in a low-temperature phase, where B {p} ≠ 0, F {p} < 1 even in a situation where the code distance is infinity. This transition bares close resemblance to that of passive QEC for the toric code [25] . The protocol we describe here is an active QEC (where syndromes are extracted) and our work improves on the analytical results of Ref. [25] by being exact and by allowing for disorder as well. We now discuss the behavior that can be inferred from Eqs. (9) and (10) for some special situations.
Homogeneous coupling.-ConsiderJ uv = 0 andh mn = h < 0 and real, corresponding to a single-qubit relaxation channel. In this case Eq. (8) is reduced to the ferromagnetic square lattice Ising model with a boundary field. In particular, A 0 and B 0 are determined by the partition function of this model [26] . It is known that the free energy has two different terms: a boundary and a bulk contribution. Although the boundary magnetization has a different exponent than the bulk one, the critical temperature for the ferromagnetic transition is defined by the bulk transition temperature [27] , h critical = ln 1 + √ 2 2. In the high-temperature paramagnetic phase, h < h critical , the direction of the boundary fields is irrelevant. Hence, in this fully Z 2 symmetric phase, we find that B 0 → 0 in the thermodynamic limit. Below the critical temperature, h > h critical , the boundary fields explicitly break the Z 2 symmetry, leading to two distinct values for B 0 when α t = α b and α t ≠ α b . In this phase, B 0 ≠ 0 in the thermodynamic limit and we find F 0 < 1. The transition is exponentially sharp since the boundary free energy is proportional to the number of sites at the edge. For other syndromes, a very similar discussion can be made. In the thermodynamic limit, the transition to a regime where the code can correct happens simultaneously for all syndromes since the critical point is entirely controlled byH eff . This analysis can be extended to complex h [28] . In this more general situation, the transition point between the Z 2 symmetric phase and the broken symmetry phase is defined by the curve sinh 2 (2h critical ) = e −iθ , where θ ∈ [0, 2π). For a purely dynamical problem, when h is imaginary (e.g., when a uniform external magnetic field acts on the physical qubits), h critical = ±iπ 4. It is straightforward to show that, in this case, the critical point corresponds to p c = 1 2, which is consistent with the code providing infinite protection in the thermodynamic limit. Now, considerh mn = 0 andJ uv =J < 0. This case applies to qubits coupled linearly to a gapless bosonic bath [19, 22] . The Hamiltonian in Eq. (8) can be broken into two independent square-lattice Ising models with nearest-neighbor interactions. Hence, the discussion from the previous paragraph can be immediately applied. Note thatJ is doubled with respect to its value for the physical qubit interactions, i.e.,J = 2J.
Random coupling.-LetJ uv = 0 andh mn be real and random. The Harris criterion can not be applied since, for the clean Ising model, the specific heat critical exponent vanishes and the model is marginal to disorder [29] . We therefore discuss some specific cases. Ifh mn has the same sign for all bonds, we expect bond disorder to be perturbative and simply yield a transition temperature roughly given by the typical value ofh mn . This can be put on firm grounds by considering a simple toy model with two possible values for the bond,h mn = h 1 or h 2 , with equal probability [30] . In this case the transition temperature is given by e An interesting situation arises where there is bond dilution. In the case of a square lattice, the percolation threshold happens when half of the bonds are missing. Thus, if at least half of the qubits do not suffer the action of the local magnetic field h i , the probability of having an infinite cluster tends to zero and the Z 2 broken phase does not exist. The implication to QEC is that quantum information can always be recovered. This can be relevant to the design of other planar codes as well (which can be engineered to have high percolation thresholds).
The scenario dramatically changes when we allow bonds with different sign [31] . A Gaussian distribution is likely a realistic assumption for this case [32] , but most of the physics can already be discussed using the toy-model bond distribution P (h, q) = qδ h mn − h + (1 − q) δ h mn + h . There are three renormalization group fixed points for this model in the (h, q) plane. On top of the well-known Nishimori line, there is an unstable fixed point, (h N , q N ), that separates the Z 2 broken phase from the unbroken phase. For q < q N and h < h N the physics is controlled by the stable fixed point of the model (h, 0), hence we fall back to the discussion of the homogeneous model and get the usual paramagneticferromagnetic transition. Conversely, for q ≥ q N and h > h N the transition is controlled by the fixed point with (∞, q N ). Little is known about this fixed point, but it is believed that it separates the ferromagnetic phase from a spin glass phase at h = ∞. The existence of the Z 2 broken phase is not in question, but the nature of the unbroken phase, where we expect the fidelity to be higher, is not clear and needs further investigation.
Finally, let us considerh mn = 0 andJ uv real and random: All the discussion from the previous paragraphs can be immediately transported to this case, the main difference being that there are two independent lattices. Hence, as a function of disorder or coupling strength, one can have two different transition temperatures and thus a more complicated threshold situation may arise.
Numerical simulations.-Some of the results described above were independently confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations. Here, we present the case of a constant and real J ij = J for nearest neighbors, h = 0, and nonerror syndromes. To insert the constraint A ♢ = 1 into the Metropolis algorithm, a new representation of the stabilizers was necessary. The stabilizer operator was rewritten as the product of an even number m of logical operators such that their product is equivalent to the stabilizer, namely, A ♢ =Z Γ1 . . .Z Γ2m . Details will be provided elsewhere, together with more extensive numerical studies [33] . Working directly with the original spin (i.e., physical qubit) variables, we used this representation to numerically evaluate the amplitudes A 0 and B 0 and the ratio ⟨X⟩ = B 0 A 0 . Data for the case of nearest-neighbor interactions are shown in Fig. 2 . Notice that the larger the lattice, the sharper the transition becomes. The mapping onto the unconstrained Ising model predicts that the critical coupling J c should be equal to half of that for a regular two-dimensional Ising system, namely, J c ≈ 0.220. This is in excellent agreement with the numerical value of J c = 0.217 obtained in our Monte Carlo simulations through finite-size scaling.
Conclusions.-The mapping of the effective Hamiltonian resulting from the interaction between physical qubits and the environment onto an unconstrained Ising model with boundary fields allows us to predict the exact value of the fidelity threshold for several important practical situations. A fidelity threshold is almost always present, for both homogeneous and inhomogeneous noise sources, but the actual critical value of the coupling constant between qubit and environment depends on the particular noise model. Our exact formulation goes beyond single-qubit stochastic error models and opens the door for further analytical investigations. It may be used to guide future experimental implementations of the surface code.
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and the codeword
where 
up to a normalization factor. Here σ stands for (σ 1 , . . . , σ N ). The sum in Eq. (14) is restricted to the configurations σ that satisfy the constraint A ♢ = +1 for all stars (i.e., vertices) in the lattice. We substitute Eq. (14) in the definitions of the amplitudes A {p} and B {p} [Eqs. (4) and (5) in the main text] and introduce ⟨e U (∆) e⟩ ≡ e −H eff to arrive at
The operator S x {p} now represents a string of variables σ i compatible with the syndrome represented by the set of plaquettes {p}.
To overcome the restriction in the sums, we introduce plaquette variables {µ m }, with µ m = ±1, such that σ i = µ m µ n [see Fig. 3(a) below] . As explained in the main text, the subscript i refers to the physical qubit i while m and n are the plaquettes sharing the link i. Through this change of variables, we automatically restrict the configurations to those compatible with positive star eigenvalues. Starting from the error model defined in Eq. (7) of the main text, it is straightforward to show that, for nearest-neighbor qubits i and j in the bulk (i.e., not at the top or bottom edges),
where the neighboring plaquettes n and m share the link i, while the plaquettes u and v are next-to-nearest neighbors containing the links i and j, respectively [see Fig.  3(b) below.] Notice that the same product µ u µ v appears again when we consider the contribution from the other pair of nearest-neighbor links i ′ and j ′ belonging to these plaquettes. Thus, we can defineh mn = h i such that
as well asJ
Putting these two last equations together we arrive at Eq. (8) in the main text. Notice that for homogeneous fields and couplings in the bulk, h i = h and J ij = J, we geth mn =h = h andJ uv =J = 2J. For links on the smooth top t and bottom b boundaries, the mapping is a bit more involved. As explained in the main text, we can replace σ i = α t(b) µ m for i belonging to the top (bottom) edge, where m is the plaquette where the link i is located. Thus,
where n is the nearest-neighbor plaquette to m that contains the link j. Similarly to the bulk case, pairwise interactions between a qubit at the edge and another in the bulk contribute twice to boundary terms containing solely one plaquette variable. As a result, 
whereh m = h i +J i ′ j +J i ′′ k . Here, i ′ and i ′′ are the next-tonearest neighboring links to i along the edge and j and k are links belonging to the same plaquette where i is located [see Fig. 3(c) ].
Combining Eqs. (19) , (20) , and (23) we obtain Eq. (11) from the main text.
We can now go back to Eqs. (15) and (16) and switch the restricted sums over qubit variables σ to unrestricted sums over plaquette variables {µ m }. We can consider two distinct situations. For syndromes with an even number of plaquettes, the choice of strings in S x {p} will involve either no link at the edges or an even number of links on the same edge. Therefore, we can write 
andX since any logic operatorX will link top to bottom edges. Introducing these two relations into Eqs. (15) and (16) and summing over all configurations of variables α t , α b , and {µ m }, we get Eqs. (9) and (10) 
andX
In this case we obtain instead
